Have you and your staﬀ explored the Using HOME and
HTF Funds within Opportunity Zones Guidebook? Whether
you’re new to the Opportunity Zones (OZ) program or
you’re looking for speciﬁc tools to help you facilitate the
development of HOME Investment Partnerships Program
(HOME) or Housing Trust Fund (HTF) assisted housing in
an OZ, this online guidebook is for you!

Online Guidebook Highlights
Available 24/7 on the HUD Exchange
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Six chapters covering the key requirements and topics you need,
including background information about the OZ program and how
to assist the development of HOME- or HTF-assisted housing in OZs

Informative and descriptive bite-sized topics within each chapter

Relatable infographics that visually break-down
complex concepts

Go-to resources and supportive
tools for further learning

Get Started
Take the ﬁrst three chapters in sequential order. These core chapters introduce
you to key information about this guidebook and about each of the programs.

Chapter 1

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

About this
Guidebook

Essentials of
OZ, HOME, and
HTF Programs

Overview to Using
HOME and HTF
Funds within OZs

Discover More
Once you complete the core chapters, continue your learning in sequential
order with the other remaining chapters that go into greater depth about the
opportunities, challenges, successes, and resources.
• Chapter 4: Opportunities for Using HOME and HTF in OZs
• Chapter 5: Challenges to Using HOME and HTF in OZs
• Chapter 6: Ox Fibre (Frederick, Maryland): A HOME-OZ Success Story
• Chapter 7: Resources
Complete all chapters
for a comprehensive
understanding of how
to develop HOME- or
HTF-assisted housing in OZs.
• Contact the HUD Exchange for questions about the Using
HOME and HTF Funds within Opportunity Zones Guidebook,
including technical questions
• Contact your local HUD CPD Field Oﬃce for questions about
HOME or HTF program policy implementation
• Sign up for the HOME and HTF mailing lists to stay up to date
on all HOME and HTF guidance

